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To what extent should individuals and groups in Canada embrace a national identity?
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13  Visions of 
Canada

 To what extent 
have visions of 
Canadian identity 
evolved?

What is Canada?

How and why did early visions of 
Canada emerge?

To what extent did various early 
visions of Canada meet people’s 
needs?

How is the evolution of visions of 
Canada reflected in the country 
today?

Explores ideas about Canada today

Explores early visions of Canada and 
the extent to which these visions met 
the needs of various groups

Develops understandings of how 
Canada today evolved from these early 
visions

14  Canadian Identity

 To what extent 
have attempts 
to promote a 
national identity 
been successful?

How have symbols and myths been 
used to promote a national identity?

How have institutions been used 
to promote a national identity in 
Canada?

How can government programs and 
initiatives be used to promote a 
national identity?

How can individuals promote a 
national identity?

Explores the relationships among 
symbols, myths, institutions, and gov-
ernment programs and initiatives and 
how these have been used to promote 
a national identity in Canada

Develops understandings of how indi-
viduals can promote a national identity

15  The Quest for 
Canadian Unity

 To what extent 
should Canadian 
national unity be 
promoted?

What is national unity?

How does the nature of Canada 
affect national unity?

How has the changing face of Canada 
affected national unity?

Explores the concept of national unity 
and how this is affected by the nature 
of Canada

Develops understandings of how 
Canada is changing and how these 
changes have affected the concept of 
national unity

16  Visions of 
National Identity

 To what extent 
should I embrace 
a national  
identity?

What are some possible visions of 
nation?

What are some possible visions of 
Canada?

What is your vision of national  
identity?

Explores various points of view and 
perspectives on the concept of nation 
and the concept of Canada as a nation

Develops personal understandings of 
whether a national identity should be 
embraced


